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Not So Fast: DOL Freezes Rules That Have Not Yet Become 
Effective and Rescinds Opinion Letters 

By Aretta Bernard & Stephanie Olivera Mittica  

*This development supersedes Roetzel’s previous alert on this topic on January 19, 2021.  

On January 20, 2021, the Biden administration issued a regulatory freeze memorandum requesting that 
executive departments and agencies delay the effective date of any non-emergency rule published but 
that had not yet become effective pending review by the new administration. As a result of this 
regulatory freeze memorandum, yesterday, the Department of Labor withdrew three opinion letters that 
were issued in the final days of the Trump administration. These opinion letters are:  

• FLSA2021-4, which addressed whether a restaurant may institute a tip pool under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act that includes both servers, for whom the employer takes a tip credit, as well as hosts and 
hostesses, for whom a tip credit is not taken; 

• FLSA2021-8, addressing whether certain distributors of a manufacturer’s food products are employees or 
independent contractors under the FLSA; and 

• FLSA2021-9, addressing whether requiring tractor-trailer truck drivers to implement safety measures 
required by law constitutes control by the motor carrier for purposes of their status as employees or 
independent contractors under the FLSA, and whether certain owner-operators are properly classified as 
independent contractors. 

According to the Department of Labor, these opinion letters were being withdrawn because they were 
issued prematurely, based on rules that have not gone into effect. Specifically, as it relates to these 
opinion letters, the Department of Labor’s statement refers to the Final Rule on Independent Contractor 
Status Under the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Final Rule on Tip Regulations Under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act, which were both set to go into effect in early March 2021. The future of these Rules are 
now pending review in the hands of the new administration. The rescinded opinion letters may not be 
relied upon as statements of the Department of Labor policy as of the date of the withdrawal on 
January 26, 2021. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 
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